
 Living with lung cancer 

Treatments for lung cancer  

(includes lung cancer staging) 

 

What types of treatments are available to me?  

There are a variety of treatments used in the management of lung cancer. The main ones 

are surgery, radiotherapy (x-ray treatment), chemotherapy and targeted therapies.  
 

How do the doctors decide what type of treatment will work best 

for me?  

Before doctors can decide what type of treatment will work best for you, they must  

consider a number of things, the most important of which is the stage of your cancer  

and your fitness. The stage of any cancer is found using a number of tests and scans  

which look at the size, position and the extent of any spread of your cancer. Your  

fitness is important to ensure that your body can cope with the treatment.  

 

Our Lung cancer—answering your questions pack has booklets on managing  

symptoms, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, surgery and targeted therapies for lung cancer.  

Visit www.roycastle.org/ayqpack or call our free helpline on 0333 323 7200  

(option 2).  
 

 

Lung cancer staging  

Staging for lung cancer is a complicated process and is difficult to explain. Please don’t 

worry if you don’t fully understand the information on the following page. Your doctor  

or lung cancer nurse specialist can go over it with you.  
 

There are two ways that doctors can describe the extent of a lung cancer. One is to  

describe the T, N and M features of your cancer. From the TMN category your doctors 

will decide which stage your lung cancer is.  
 

TNM staging looks at the following:  

• T (Tumour): The size and extent of the primary tumour – where the cancer first starts 

in the body. Can be 0,1,2,3 or 4.  

• N (Nodes): Which lymph nodes in the body are affected, if any. Can be 0, 1, 2 or 3.  

• M (Metastasis): Whether the cancer has spread to other parts of the body. Can be 0, 1a 

or 1b.  

The lower the number, the less advanced or smaller the cancer is.  
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The number staging system divides the lung cancer into four stages:  

• Stage 1 is small and hasn’t spread (localised).  

• Stages 2 or 3 is larger and may have spread into surrounding tissues. There may be  

  cancer cells in the lymph nodes (locally advanced).  

• Stage 4 has spread to another part of the body (secondary or metastatic cancer).  
 

Usually, the lower the number stage of a cancer, the less advanced the cancer is and the 

better the outlook (prognosis). Generally, if you have stage 1 lung cancer, surgical  

removal or radical radiotherapy is recommended. If you have stage 2 or 3 lung cancer, 

surgery and radical radiotherapy can be considered, as well as chemotherapy. If you have 

stage 4 lung cancer, palliative chemotherapy, radiotherapy or targeted therapy is  

commonly recommended. Your doctor or lung cancer nurse specialist will discuss what 

treatments are suitable for you. 

 

Will my general fitness or age affect the treatment I get offered?  
Age is not a deciding factor, but the doctors do need to consider the following details:  

Remember that everyone is treated as an individual, therefore, two people with lung  

cancer at the same stage may be cared for in different ways.  
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Are the lungs  

working normally? 

If there is damage to the lungs from other illnesses, for example 

emphysema, then certain treatments may be ruled out as they 

could result in worsening of breathlessness. 

Presence of  

other illness 

 

The presence of other illnesses may make the risks of certain 

treatments higher and this can alter a decision on which therapy  

is best. 

Current  

symptoms 

 

 

 

Certain treatments require a reasonable level of fitness to reduce 

the risk of side-effects. If general fitness is reduced then these 

treatments may not be advisable. 

Acceptability of  

side-effects 

 

 

There may be side-effects of treatment that would be unacceptable 

to some patients, for example, hair-loss. This should be discussed 

with the doctors before a decision on treatment is made. 
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Are there rules and regulations for the treatment of lung cancer?  

Yes, within the NHS there are national clinical guidelines for the treatment of lung cancer. 

This includes the maximum length of time you will have to wait for treatment. However, 

health authorities/clinicians have budgets or personal preferences which may dictate to 

some extent what is actually available within your area.  
 

The clinical guideline in England, Wales and Northern Ireland for the Diagnosis and  

Treatment of Lung Cancer is produced by the National Institute for Health and Care  

Excellence (NICE). To view this guideline, visit www.nice.org.uk and search for lung  

cancer. The clinical guideline in Scotland for the Management of Patients with Lung Cancer  

Is produced by a government funded organisation called the Scottish Intercollegiate  

Guidelines Network (SIGN).To obtain a copy of this guideline, free of charge, telephone 

them on 0131 623 4720, or visit www.sign.ac.uk  

Both of the above publications are very helpful in detailing the management of lung cancer. 
  

How will I cope with treatment?  

Coping with cancer can involve dealing with a wide variety of issues. Finding out about 

your treatment can be a helpful way to reduce many of your worries. While most of us 

find giving blood and injections difficult, it is not uncommon for some people to have  

intense fears or phobias related to these situations. Very often these difficulties have a 

long history and have been present before the diagnosis and start of treatment. Try to 

keep as relaxed as possible in the run up to each treatment. If, however, you find that you 

are experiencing problems, for example, anxiety or nausea, then discuss it with your  

doctor or lung cancer nurse specialist who can arrange help for you. 

 

GIVING HELP AND HOPE 
The charity has two aims:  

Supporting people living with lung cancer  - Working closely with lung cancer nurses, we provide 

information, run lung cancer support groups and offer telephone and online support. Our patient grants 

offer some financial help to people affected by lung cancer.  

Saving lives - We fund lung cancer research, campaign for better  treatment and care for people who 

have lung cancer, and raise awareness of the importance of early diagnosis. Our lung cancer prevention 

work helps people to quit smoking and  encourages young people not to start smoking.  

Call us on 0333 323 7200 (option 2)  
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